
PAPER - 3
Part- A

Time: 75 Minutes                                                                               Total Marks:50
Instructions: 
1. All questions are compulsory.
2. All questions carry equal marks.
3. For each question options A O, B O, C O and D O are given on OMR Answer 
     Sheet. Darken the appropriate circle with black pen by selecting correct Option.                    

Read the following extracts and answer the questions selecting the most appropriate options:- 7
*King John ruled over England seven hundred years ago. The Abbot of Canterbury
was one of the priests in his kingdom. King John was displeased with him because
people said that he was richer than the king. So the king summoned him to his court.
1) The Abbot of Canterbury was the ......  in England.
(a) Priest (b) priests (c) king (d) kings
2) Who was displeased with the Abbot of Canterbury?
(a) Abbot (b) king john (c) servant (d) Queen
*Bunty's uncle had come from Mumbai riding the new motorbike. He was staying for three weeks. 
Three glorious weeks ! Every afternoon when Bunty's uncle slept, we could eye at the blue wonder.
3) Who had come from Mumbai ? 
(a) Bunty’s uncle (b) Bunty (c)Bunty’s aunt (d) Bunty’s Father
4) How long was he staying ?
(a) one week (b) three weeks (c) three months (d) three days
* The angel shook his head slowly and said, "A mighty impossible task, I suppose. Six pairs of hands ? 
No way !".  "No these hands are not a problem for me. It is the three pairs of eyes that the mothers have 
to have !" Lord looked puzzled.
5) Who shook his head slowly?
(a) the angel (b) mother (c) Lord (d) the goddess  
6) Find out the similar words for  puzzled 
(a)possible  (b)impossible (c)confused (d)saw 
* Making mistakes is natural. We all make mistakes. Making mistakes does not make me a worthless 
person. I should not get upset if I make mistakes. I should continue without losing heart. I should also 
be ready to accept mistakes of others.
7) Without losing heart means ....
(a) keeping courage (b) keeping discourage (c) losing heart (d) keeping victorious heart.
Read the Following text and answer the Questions Selecting the most appropriate Options. 10
* Is it possible for anyone to win a silver medal without taking part in games ? T.A. Christie was 
chosen for Indian Hockey Team which was to play Asian Games at Jakarta in 1962. Later on, due to 
non-availability of foreign exchange, Christie could not accompany the team though his name was very 
much in the list of the players. It so happened, the hockey team played without Christie and won a 
Silver medal. And Christie whose name was still in the list got the medal sitting at home.
8) Where was Indian Hockey Team to play Asian Games ?
(a) Japan (b) Jakarta (c) Jkarata (d) China 
9) Who was chosen for Indian Hockey Team?
(a) T.A.Christie  (b) T. A. Khristi (c)  T.A.Khyati (d) T.A. Khadiya
10) When was the Asian games at Jakarta to play?
(a) 1060 (b) 1961 (c)1963 (d) 1962
11) For which game was Christie selected ? 
(a) cricket (b) Hockey (c) foot ball (d) kho kho
12) Christie got the medal ..........
(a) sitting at home (b)  sitting in the stadium (c) sitting out of the team (d) sleeping at home
* Thinking is rather a painful activity for most of the people. Many avoid thinking in their day-to-day 
life. We call them “dull.” Even if you are not brilliant, you can act as genius by applying right mental 
skills.



Dr. Edward de Bono, a psychologist and professor of medicine at Cambridge University, England had 
suggested some steps to improve thinking. He believes: Thinking skills help solving the problems of 
everyday life-and everyone can learn them.” Here are seven steps suggested by him.
Seven steps to Improve Thinking (1) Plus-Minus, Interesting (PMI): The first step for better thinking is 
to see things without limiting your vision. Try this experiment. Look around the room for red objects 
(Don’t read further until you have done so.) Now close your eyes and ask yourself how many green 
objects there are.
13. Right mental skill helps us in ______

a. thinking b. acting as genius c. day-to-day life d. being brilliant
14. Which of the following is correct?
a. Everyone  can think but nobody thinks. b. Nobody can think but they do
c. Everybody can think but some don’t think. d. Everybody can think and everyone does.
15. Dr. Edward de Bono suggested seven steps for ________
a. everyday life b. learning thinking c. problem solving d. improvement
16. Think of green things _______
a. when you close your eyes b. when you look into the room c. while reading d. none of 
these
17. When we are told to look for red things we _______________-
a. we look for green things b. we limit our sight for red c. we look both red and green 

d. none of these

Read the following passage and answer the questions selecting the most appropriate options. 5
The Mulla was always different from others. He thought differently and acted differently. Once the 
Mulla and his wife celebrated their son's birthday. Friends and relatives came to the birthday party. 
They praised the child. One said "What a lovely child" ? Another said "How Smart he is ? Look ? He is 
greeting everyone so sweetly". And yet another praised the child's new dress and said, "How beautiful ! 
It looks nice on him". They gave gifts to the child. The party was over. The Mulla and his wife opened 
the gift packets and talked about the gifts.
18) who was always different from others?
(a)  The  Mulla  (b) Mulla’s wife (c) child  (d) children 
19) Who were invited to the party ? 
(a) friends (b) relatives (c) friends  and relatives (d) the members of society

20) What did they give the child ?
(a) money (b) cheques (c) gifts (d) packets
21) When did the Mulla and his wife open the gift packets ?
(a)before the party (b) during the party (c) after  the completion of the party (d) before the dinner
22) Which word is used for "admired" in the text ?
(a) beautiful (b) praised (c) nice (d) lovely
Study the following Table and answer the question Selecting the most appropriate options :  (5)
Student’s 
Name

Science
100

Maths
100

English
100

Total
300

A 89 82 78 249
B 78 78 66 222
C 82 83 72 237
D 69 91 71 231
E 90 100 93 283
23) Whose Total Marks is the Highest among all Students?
(a) D (b)C (c) A (d)E
24) Who is getting less in Science?
(a) A (B) C (c) D (d) E
25) Who is getting the highest mark in English?
(a) E (b)D (c)B (d) C
26) Whose Total Marks is the least among all Student?
(a)D (b)C (c)B (d)A



27) Student A is getting ……… Mark in Maths?
(a)89 (b)82 (c)78 (d)87
Read the following stanza and answer the questions selecting the proper alternatives. 3
If you can't be a highway, then just be a trail,
If you can't be the sun, be a star,
It isn't by the size that you win or you fail
Be the best of whatever you are !
28) If you can’t be the sun,….
(a)be a trail  (b)be a winter (c)be the best (d)be a star
29) …… whatever you are 
(a) Be the worst (b)Be the best (c) Be good (d) Be the kindest
30) The word 'trail' rhymes with ............
(a) Highway  (b) star  (c) are (d) fail
Fill in the blanks in the following passage selecting the most appropriate forms of verbs given 
against     number.(31 to 35)                                             5
While he… 31... for the train, he….32…. someone …33….. him. When he turned back, he …34….
Akshay who….35…. him with  his admission .
31 (a) wait (b) waited (c) was waiting (d) waits
32 (a) hear (b) hears (c) was hearing (d) heard
33 (a) called (b) had been calling (c) was calling (d) calling
34 (a) saw  (b) sees (c) see (d) had seen
35 (a) had helped (b) was helping (c) helps (d) helped
Fill in the blanks in the following passage selecting the most appropriate forms of words given 
against number 36 to 38.                        3
Kumar is a clever boy. He  does his work…36... He behaves with other …37... He is known for 
his…38... 
36) (a)careful (b)carefully (c) careless (d) care
37) (a)polite (b)politely (c)politeness (d)impolite
38) (a)honest (b)honesty (c)honestly (d)dishonest
Replace the underlined words/phrases selecting the most appropriate options given against 
number 39
to 41.                                       3

When we were  small, we ..39.. would go to Ramjibhai’s farm to steal mangoes. Though Mohan was 
(40) unhappy with our pranks, he always (41) supported us.
(39) (a) liked (b) used to (c) visited (d) went
(40) (a) happy with (b) angry with (c) displeased with (d) sad with
(41) (a) stood by (b) helped (c) caught (d) played with

Fill in the blanks in the following passage selecting the most appropriate conjunctions given 
against the number.                                                         3
I agree ..42.. my friend ..43.. says ..44.. gardens are important.
(42) (a) with (b) by (c) on (d) in 
(43) (a) whom (b) who (d) whom (d) Which
(44) (a) who (b) which )c) that (d) whose
Fill in the blanks in the following passage selecting the most appropriate options given against the 
numbers.                                                6
Emperor Ashoka wanted to bring the whole of India …45.. his rule. As soon as he came ..46… the 
throne, he thought many…47…to get more and more territory. However …48…. battle of Kalinga 
changed his life…49..
he won the battle, he …50… experienced no joy.
(45) (a) in (b) under (c) with (d) on
(46) (a) to (b) by (c) of (d) above
(47) (a) battle (b) battles (c) battle’s (d) battles’
(48) (a) a (b) an (c) the (d) this
(49) (a) since (b) because (c) though (d) as



(50) (a) yourself (b) ourselves (c) themselves (d) himself

Part – B
Section – A

Read the following extracts and answer the questions given below them:         10
* Friends, the Government of India has organized a tour " Bharat Darshan" for our
group. So, we'll visit different parts of India. We'll meet people of different states,
speaking different languages.

1) What has the Government of India organized ? 
2) Whom will the visitors meet ?
* Some experts define noise as 'unwanted sound' But what is an unwanted sound for

one person may be pleasant for another.
At what level does sound become noise ? Sound can be measured scientifically. It
is measured in decibels (db). Zero decibel is equal to the faintest sound heard by
the human ear.
3) How do experts define noise ? 
4) Sound can be measured .............. 
* Then the scientists started putting the sugar water in a room that was artificially lighted
for 24 hours. They put the water at 8.00 p.m. It took the squirrels one week to
find out the sweet water.
5) The squirrels could find the water within a week. Say true or False.
6) What did the Scientists do then ?
* Joseph : Table tennis balls.
Participant girls : Now, I hang them on a ruler with the help of threads and a cello
tape. I keep a distance about 6 to 7 centimeters between them, O.K. ? May I know
your name, please.
Janki : I am Janki.
Participant Girl : Janaki, come forward. Now I hold the ruler in front of your face.
I keep a distance of about thirty centimeters. Now blow at the balls.
7)Which thing did the participant girl hang on a ruler ?
8)The participant girl kept the distance of ........... centimeters.
* The strange vehicle called Time Shuttle-1 was not a plane. It was a wonder of science
specially made to travel across time. This was the year 2094 AD and TS-1 was still an experimental 
vehicle. It was used only by scientist and researchers.
9)What is TS-1 ?
10)Where was TS-1 going ? Why ?
Write a short note on any one of the following using the clues given below in about 5 to 6 
sentences : 3.
11) The Shepherd's Wit :
Clues : In Abbot's dress in the King's Court - answered the questions correctly
and wisely - won the King's faith - saved his master's flight.
                                           OR
11) Bunty's Bike :
Clues : beautiful bike - belonged to Bunty's uncle - blue baskets - rear-view mirrors - powerful - eighty 
kilometers a litre.

Section –B
Answer the following Questions in two or three sentences:-   4.
12) Mention the uses of three pairs of eyes.
13) What is the opinion of Dog-2 about both the masters ?
Complete the followings lines : 2.
14) I went to…………..

………………fears.
Complete the following sentences by using the words given in the brackets  3.
15) The boys work hard with a view to….  .( score .good marks)



16) The juggler saw that ….. . ( the snake, the rat, swallow)
17) If it rains …. . (we, not ,go out)  
18. Change the following text into active voice as shown below  3.
* My father looks after this account. We often put many responsibilities upon him. He
does his duties well. We pay great respect towards him.
Start this way: This account is……..

Section- C
  19)You attended a Scout camp at Mount Abu. Prepare a short report on it in about 80 words. 5
Points : Camp incharge - scouts - different schools - activities - nice food - games
rock climbing - swimming - hard training - camp fire - enjoy.
20) Read the following Telephonic talk between Anil and Sunita Prepare a message for Ravi in 
about 30 words                               4
Anil : Can I speak to Ravi ?

Sunita : No. He has gone to Rajkot ?
Anil : When will he come back ?
Sunita : Tomorrow. Any message for him ?
Anil : I am his friend Anil. Tell him that I have bought the reference books
that he wanted for his exams. Please ask him to call me.
Start this way: Ravi your friend Anil…….
21) Turn the following conversation into indirect speech. 4
Anil : Let's go to visit 'Taj Mahal' at Agra.
Sunil : How shall we go ?
Anil : We will go by train.
Sunil : What a wonderful idea it is !
                                                                              Section –D
22. Write a paragraph(with the help of the clues given in the brackets) on any one of the 
following in about 100 words.                                              (6) 
"A Memorable Event that took place when you were about 10 years old"
Points : Started learning - swimming - coach - took part - State level competition
- practised - checked - won the competition - putted - awarded - Best Swimmer prize- Trophy
                                                OR
"Your Visit to a Multiplex Theatre”
Points : Name - time - show - tickets - costly - facilities - new attractions – excitement- great joy- happy 
moments
23. Write any one of the following letters with the help of clues given:    (6.)         
Dipen Patel, 22, Rutvi Complex Waghodiya Road, Baroda writes a letter to his father asking for his 
permission to join the school tour during  Summer vacation.
Clues: dates-who will go for the tour-which places you are going to visit – how long will you stay 
there- what will you see there –expenses
                                                                      OR 
You are Smit Parikh, D/84 Surbhi Park, Ghod Road, Surat. Write a letter to your friend Manvinder 
living in Bombay telling him about the co-curricular activities in your school.
Clues: Importance of  co-curricular activities in your life- school activities- sports, drama, painting, 
etc.- projects- tours- your favourite activity – how it has helped you-development of personality.  
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